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Editors’Notes
Dear reader,

Summer is here and it has shown itself in the form of
temperamental weather and long days that are becomingmore difficult
to fill. But as we enter August, there is a shift towards looking at the
future and what comes next. For some, a return to university means a
guarantee of what the next year may hold, even if it’s not quite the
same. For others, it may be necessary to look beyond just the next year
as they begin to prepare for the next step in their lives. Uncertainty is
scary. It leaves a feeling of discomfort and anxiety with no assurance of
what is to be expected. In times such as these, uncertainty is a far more
common feeling. It is not something that is easy to accept, the idea that
we may not have a five-year plan of how our lives may go from here.
Instead, we must take things a moment at a time. Living in the present
when the future looms ahead can be difficult. As the days slip away it
is important to remember to appreciate the time you’re living in now.
The future will come, and it might not be what you planned. But that
future will become your present, and there will still be a future for you
were things get better. There will always be a chance for change to
come to pass. But the moments that do arrive, whether they are what
youwished for or not, won’t hang around. They will slip away and you
may regret not appreciating what you got even if it isn’t what you
thought you wanted. Time may be an illusion, but it is also precious.
Look out of the window.What’s happening right now?Maybe there’s
a gentle breeze guiding the clouds across a clear blue sky. Our current
circumstances are not easy, but that doesn’t mean there aren’t still
moments to be appreciated.

My time as editor for the Creative Writing Society is now coming
to an end. Now we have reached August, the new term is approaching
and so is the official hand over to the new committee! I am delighted to
be able to present a summer edition of Firelight that aims to celebrate
unity and perseverance during our current circumstances. I was unsure
whether I would get to do a third edition of the magazine as editor, so
being able to present this issue to you means a lot to me! I am glad to
have the opportunity be involved one final time. I want to thank the
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committee that I have shared this last year with for all the work and
care they have put into this society. It has truly been an amazing
experience; I am proud of how hard you have all worked and wish you
all the best in whatever you choose to do next! To all the members,
thank you for the love you have given to this society and the beautiful
pieces you have created. I am grateful you were able to use this space to
be creative and express yourself.

I am overjoyed with all the submissions we have received for this
issue. They have been a joy to read, all providing a sense of hope or
escape from these difficult times. I hope they bring you a sense of
comfort and the reassurance that you are not alone in your hardships
nor your determination to persevere. This issue is a celebration of
many things, which the pieces and the artwork featured emulate so
wonderfully and I am so proud to present the final issue of Firelight
for the academic year 2020/2021. It serves as a farewell forme as I leave
the University of Nottingham and handover my role of editor to
Thomas Erskine-Jones, who has taken the lead on the curation of this
issue and created a wonderful edition of Firelight in preparation for
the upcoming academic year!

I am thankful for the opportunities this role has given me and the
outlet it has created for me to practice my love for reading and writing.
I am delighted to present to you, one final time, this issue of Firelight!
Happy reading! Don’t forget – keep on reading, keep on writing and
keep telling the world your stories!

Charlotte Hammond
The Editor

Dear online readers,

As the new editor for the Firelight magazine, I only hope that I can
do as good a job as those who came before me, and it is an honour to
step into their shoes and carry forward this medium through which we
can speak, write, and express ourselves, as well as communicating ideas.

I cannot say just how excited I am to read through all of your stories
and present them to the world through Firelight. Although writing is
divine, seeing your work in print is a special kind of magic that few are
afforded. I hope I can give that magic to you, whether you have dreams
of becoming a writer or poet, or if you like expressing your creativity as
a hobby on the side. Any and all are welcome here.

I hope that these poems and stories can help fuel your imaginations
and make these times a bit less dark. We all need stories; they are what
make us human, whether we write them, read them, or do both. With
themwe can communicate histories, ideals, and emotions – they allow
us to communicate.

Communicating has never been more important than in our
current environment. With lockdown still in place, it is easy to feel
isolated and helpless. Communicating with each other – whilst not
fixing everything completely – can help stave back the worst of those
feelings. With chaos reigning in nearly every corner of the world, it has
never beenmore important than to talk and listen and learn, so that we
can collectively make the world a better one. I don’t doubt that many
of us question how each of us individually canmake a difference, when
we are but one in nearly eight billion. I feel this way too often
sometimes, which is why I adore this quote by Gandalf, as one of the
few good things to come out of the Hobbit trilogy:

“Saruman believes it is only great power that can hold evil in check,
but that is not what I have found. I found it is the small everyday deeds
of ordinary folk that keep the darkness at bay. Small acts of kindness
and love. Why Bilbo Baggins? I don't know. Perhaps because I am
afraid, and he gives me courage.”
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Call your friends and family from time to time – sometimes you
don’t realise how much you need to talk until you actually do – and
please make sure you stay safe.

Wishing you all the best,
Thomas Erskine-Jones

Your New Editor
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You’ve GotMail
by Charlotte Hammond

The days are empty,
Even when the sun shines and the birds sing.
My world feels empty.
Though the days are quiet and no sounds are carried by the gentle
breeze,
I don’t feel much peace.

The days are empty,
I am sad for what has been lost to these endless days of nothing.
The days are difficult.
I sit and I wait for nothing.

These days feel wasted, wallowing in sadness and despair,
Waiting for parcels that never come.

The days are empty,
But it cannot be helped.
My chest feels heavy some days,
But some things are beyond our control.
I feel a great sense of loss most days,
But I won’t waste precious time.

The days are quiet,
But much less empty.
I painted for the first time in a long time.
Books were read, stories were written.
I realise there is much to learn from times of adversity and
hardship:
Things will get better with time, this pain is not forever.

These days are not wasted,
I do the best I can in the circumstances I have been given.
I no longer wait by the window,
And the parcels I almost forgot about finally arrive at my door.
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Aburning light trails a brilliant line across the sky, piercing the cotton
skin of the cloud. I take off my sunglasses, put them back, then take
them off again. Not glare from the lens or a glimmer on the clouds.
It’s really there.

I reach for my phone, but I can’t tear my eyes away to operate it.
My hand hangs limp by my side. But the wonder soon goes, with fear
sinking in and weighing in the pit of my stomach. This wasn’t right.

The summer heat beats down on my skin and beads of sweat
trickle across my hairline. My eyes hurt as I stare, the light glowing
brighter and brighter. I can’t breathe. The bustling crowd becomes
muted in my ears as everything falls to the wayside of my mind. Only
the repugnant smell of sun cream pushes through my haze.

I turn to the sunburnt mob of tourists. Strangers, every single one
of them. They squint and adjust sunglasses and chatter with their
partners, hoping they’ll know what the hell’s going on. Not likely.

They start backing away, panic swelling in their voices.

That’s when the first one runs.

With the first pair of feet, the rest follow. They surge through
streets and alleys, their cries and footsteps forming a cacophonous
orchestra of terror.

It can’t be real. Can it?

The crowd flows backwards like a swarm of rats as the light arcs
closer towards the horizon. With a sudden gulp of air and rush of
energy, I join them. There’s no destination, only away, as far away as
possible. I was never one for sport, but my body doesn’t seem to give
a damn about that right now. All that matters is the escape.

A Tear of Starlight
by Thomas Erskine-Jones

If there even is one.

Glancing back, the light kisses the horizon.

The air ripples.

A ringing pierces my ears, silencing the cry of the crowd and the
flurry of feet. Glass shatters. Mouths gape. Legs run. All without a
sound. A burning pain crawls through my nerves just as a shoulder
slams into my back, sending me staggering. Is the ground trembling
or is that just my head? Someone tumbles into me and we collapse
to the ground, gravel digging into my flesh.

I try to get up but a knee strikes my cheekbone. I let out a silent
cry, shielding my face as people stampede around me. The person
ahead of me scrambles to his feet and flees without a glance. My
body aches against the hot tarmac and I shut my eyes, curling into a
ball with the vain hope that maybe people will try and avoid me.

Daring to open an eye, I turn to the light and my heart nearly
stops in my chest.

Where there was once a horizon, there is now a wall of dust and
molten rock. It climbs higher than the sun, smothering it and
casting me into darkness. I can’t hear a thing, but I feel its rumbling
roar in the ground coursing through my frozen limbs.

I need to move. I need to get away, now! But I can’t… Even if I
somehow manage to work my way to my feet, what then?
Outrun…that? Impossible.

Tears well and I grit my teeth, trying to stop myself gasping out
as my skin begins to sear. It’s no use. My tears evaporate in seconds.
I shut my eyes and hug my knees as the fires get closer.
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rain is heavy.
in its weight it’s both scary and beautiful.
rain comes along and reminds us we’ve been in drought
and in breaking the drought it gives us what we need, even if it’s not
what we want.

this fight is heavy.
it’s confrontational and uncomfortable and powerful.
this cry for action, this demand for attention, to catch your gaze and
hold it for longer than you ever have before (because you’re lucky
enough to get to look away)
is breaking the silence of generations of oppression.

our unity is scary and beautiful.
not everybody can shelter from the rain, and we’ve let our brothers
drown in it alone for too long.
the rain is heavy, but umbrellas are light
if we wake up to realise we’ve been needed to hold them.

rain is heavy,
but it breaks the drought.

umbrellas
by Rachel Roberts

Hard Sometimes (Ruel, 1:30-1:43)
by Madeleine Roche

Sometimes you need a global pandemic to fall in love with the people
around you.

Sometimes you need to be stuck indoors with your housemate to
realise that she’s one of the best friends you’ve ever had and you never
ever want to lose her.

Sometimes you have to have her organise your lockdown birthday,
make you twomeals a day, hug youwhen you cry,make you laugh and cry
and laugh some more to know that she is the loveliest, most selfless
person in this world and that she deserves every speck of the universe and
more.

Sometimes you need to argue over a board game with your
housemate’s boyfriend to realise that he’s become a staple part of your life
and as much as you gently bully him, you see him as a brother.

Sometimes you need to talk to your girlfriend through the glitchy
screen of your phone to know that you don’t miss the shops and the bars
and the restaurants, you miss her, and all you want is to lie next to her in
bed, wrap her up in your arms and feel her warmth against yours.

Sometimes you need to see the faces of your brother and your parents
in broken pixels on your laptop for your heart to pang heavily with
longing, but the knowledge that you’re safe and they’re safe is enough for
now.

Sometimes you need your mum to send you an adorable picture of
your sleeping dog tomelt your heart andmake you understand that all of
this would be so much better if you had her with you.

Sometimes you have to tell your grandparents to move their hand
because it’s covering the camera, to assure them that you can hear them,
to help them unpause their screen to have one of the best conversations
of your life, to learn so much about the people who helped raise you to
who you are today.
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Sometimes you need to sing ‘22’ by Taylor Swift in a four-way
Zoom call with two of your best friends and your girlfriend on your
22nd birthday to want to live in a moment, to hold it close and relish it and
keep it forever, even if you are completely out of key.

Sometimes you need to cry because these times are already hard as it
is and things are always ten times harder for you. Everything is different
and changing but instead of building up walls and swallowing your
emotions, you need to cry in the arms of your best friend or message
your friends from home to check in and learn and laugh and love with
them.

Sometimes you have to have an absolute write off of a day, feeling
sad and angry and frustrated, and later you have to curl up with your
best friend and watch a Studio Ghibli film for a day to have been worth
it.

Sometimes you need to be kind to yourself – as much as you want
to make the most of your time at home, your already anxious brain is
going into overdrive. You’re not a failure for not starting an aggressive
exercise routine or finishing that novel you’re writing, you’re managing
to get out of bed and that’s enough.

Sometimes you need to overdress for a video meeting with your
project supervisor, eye shadow smoky and bright, shoes on your feet
even though you’re not leaving the house, to stand in the mirror and
think I look pretty, to video call your girlfriend for compliments and
watch the image of yourself instead of her, to feel good about yourself.
You deserve to feel good about yourself.

Sometimes you need to stand outside, walk circles around a park,
run even when a stitch pierces your side, lie in your garden in a patch of
sunlight, listen to the birds or the wind brushing through the tree
leaves, just to feel like you can take a breath.

Sometimes you have to find the good in shit situations.

Sometimes you have to make the most out of them.

Sometimes you just have to survive.

Sometimes that’s enough.

Illustration by Madeleine Roche©
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The cup was her Mother’s. It had been left to her, at the bitterness of
her eldest sister, in her will when she had passed. When the bombings
started, she attended every air raid shelter with the cup in hand.

“The Germans won’t get us. We keep calm and carry on.”

She always smelled faintly of tea. Even when she scrubbed every
inch of her body with delicate lavender soap, then with boiled
lavender water when the rationing started, it always lingered around
her. It was on her clothes, in the curls of her hair, on her lips as I kissed
her every morning on my way to work. I’d walk through the London

AWomanDrinking Tea
by Annie Brown

streets, feet tripping over the cobblestones and the rubble from the latest
bombing, hearing the police shouting and the commotion on the streets,
I’d lick my lips and the taste of tea, the flavour of her, would be residing
there still.

It was themorning of the 25th, exactly a year after herMother passed.
She’d always been a poorly woman, Irene, and watching the world turn
to war again had been too much for her. It had broken her spirit. Her
husband had gone to Flanders fields and never come back. She couldn’t
watch it happen to her sons, to the country’s sons, not again. She had
passed peacefully, in her home, clutching the cup in hand. We left the air
raid shelter, the breeze of the fresh air almost as sweet the sight of the
victory flag, after another night spent in the shelter with the Patterson’s.
Mr Patterson, the butcher, brought his work home with him and it was
reflected in the stench of his sweat. The smell was like a feral animal itself;
uninvited, and hard to be rid of. His wife, although I’m sure she washed
well, caught the scent like a disease and it wafted around her too.

Mr Patterson and his wife had hurried down the street, back to the
house, ahead of us. But, she didn’t rush; her morning cuppa was fresh
and steaming. She claimed she didn’t want to spill, but I knew she feared
damaging the cup. It was pearlescent china, the only remaining part of
her Mother’s wedding set. The rest had been sold to put food on the
family table when her Father hadn’t returned.Whenwe went around the
corner, the police were there, the streets cordoned off. Their shouts of
instructions were lost in the chaos, their voices overshadowed completely.
I faintly made out words of ‘tragedy’ and ‘upsetting’, but the rest was
lost. She hung back from the crowd, clutching the cup.

They let us through onto the street, eventually. I think they were
worried about reactions, hearing the curdling scream of a woman who
has lost everything, the furious jabs of a frustrated husband, the wailing
of children. I think they were worried we’d pick up the bricks of our
houses and turn on them, on each other. But it wasn’t us. It wasn’t the
wartime spirit.

I watched her walk forwards. She was slow, gentle, watching every
step she took. She minded the rubble and held tightly onto the cup with
both hands.We reached the house, what was left of it at least. I recognised
pieces, here and there. The tufts of bobbly red fabric that was the sofa.
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Pieces of shattered glass with flowers on, what used to be our vases. I
brushed pieces of glass away with my foot, listened to them scrape across
the concrete ground, and rescued our photographs, mostly pictures of
the children, even one of her Mother. I never found our wedding
photographs. She held back, looking at the house with a look on her face
I’d never seen before. The steam fromher cupwas dissipating into the air,
growing colder. I held out the photographs to her but she looked pastme,
staring at the hideous pile of rotting wood, broken brick and ash we’d
called our home.

“What are we going to do?” I asked her.

She didn’t answer, not at first. Instead, she walked forwards, still
watching her footing. She kicked at a stray piece of wood. Then, she took
a seat upon the rubble, precisely where her chair in the living room used
to stand. From beneath her feet, I could see one of the ornate legs,
snapped in half, poking out of the pile. She took a long drink of her tea
before she answered.

“We keep calm and carry on.”

King’sMen
by Matthew Bird

Dear Diary,

I joined my new unit this week. There are just too many people to
get to know everyone properly. The troops in the bunkhouse with
me are all pretty cool though. The stories they’ve told me about
this unit are hard to believe. Well, until the events of these last few
days! Now I know that all their stories are true.

It was my first mission with the unit. All of us went. The objective
was to secure the top of the hill. It was a ridiculously steep hill, but
military intel suggested the hill was a key aspect to enemy ops.

We marched day and night to reach the hill. We barely stopped to
sleep or eat. Exhaustion was setting in, but we had orders. The
whole troop marched up the steep incline and we reached the top.
We were up.

But it was a trap! Enemy troops emerged from the bushes and
summited the hill from the opposite face. They were better armed
than we were and forced us to make a quick march back down the
hill in retreat. We were down.

But the enemy had surrounded the hill! The only way was up. All
ten thousand men of Grand Old York unit turned around and
marched back up the hill.Wewere up. The enemy pushed forward.
Then we were down. They closed in. We had only one option. We
couldn’t fully ascend nor descend. We were only half-way up:
neither up nor down, but firmly in danger.

A message had managed to slip through the enemy lines to reach
us. An important asset had fallen. The king’s best men had tried to
fix it but failed and had ordered that it was only fair to see if the
horses could fix it. The footmen would never be able to break
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through the enemy, but the horses could push through. I jumped on
the nearest horse and with the rest of the cavalry made my escape.

We arrived at the site of the fallen asset. A cannon had fallen from atop
a wall and had cracked open like an egg. Humpty Dumpty was down.
The remnants of Humpty were bagged up and taken back to base to
be melted down for the war effort.

With no cannon and the whole Grand Old York unit in danger, the
war is not going well. I am safe and anxiously await the return of my
bunkmates.

Smoke and Ashes
by Ed Wallace

You find him where you always found him: perched on a redbrick wall
just high enough to kick his legs back and forth against. The wall ran
along the back of the outskirts of the orchards near the edge of the
town centre, out where the urban and the rural blend, yet, somehow,
still ludicrously close to the off-centre heart of the city. One leg is
tucked up under the other when you find him, and his hands are busy
with the delicate task of packing and rolling a cigarette, rolling the
tobacco and gum paper round and round in his long elegant fingers.
You always used to do it to calm yourself, taking the time to
methodically work the tiny tube into the exact shape you wanted it to
be, only really smoking the things because it would be a shame to waste
all that… ritual.

“Have you heard.” You mean so much to phrase it as a question,
but when they come tumbling from your lips the words just sound
hollow and flat.

“Yup.” The short word is stretched, elongated by his voice, and he
continues unabated with his task in hand. It is a long silence that
manages to be both awkward and comfortable before anyone moves
again.

His hands come up and bring the nearly finished tube of tobacco
and paper up to his lips and you see the pink flash of his tongue trawl
across the edge in a short, sharp movement.

“Last time. You. We.”

“Yup.” The drawl again. But this time he turns to look at you,
cigarette twirling the cigarette lightly through his fingers. It stops with
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a jerk, spilling a few flecks of tobacco out into the frosty air. They
swirl in a mirror to his hands as he raises them, only to pause at your
next words.

“Did you?” The question is there this time. The question is
important.

This time the silence if brief but errs decisively on the side of
awkward.

His hands finish the motion to wedge the insubstantial roll
between his lips. Fire blooms briefly between cupped fingers and the
end flares as it catches.

“Would it matter?” He shakes the glow of the flames out into a
kaleidoscope of sparks and cinders.

You can’t bring yourself to reply.

“Does it matter?” He rolls the cigarette between his fingers idly
drawing tiny patterns with the glow of the lit tip. “We agreed.” He
shrugged. “Perhaps the world did too.”

“Did you do it?” You’ve gained traction now, insistence.

“Did you?” You aremomentarily stunned at his riposte and stand
there, motionless. It’s a good question. At least as good as the one
you came all this way with on your own lips.

“No.” Your breath mists slightly with the word, “See, it’s not so
hard to say.”

“Would it matter?” He repeats. There is no sarcasm, no tone to
the words, only certainty. The unspoken answer of it won’t.

You finally move from leaning to fully sitting on the wall. Up
there next to him. He wordlessly offers you the wrap. You take it.
Handsmoving before you’ve really even formed the thought that you
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want to but you shouldn’t. A sigh escapes your lips as you unravel the
cloth to find his papers and tobacco, but there is no sigh as your fingers
begin the practised routine of rolling your own cigarette. Rusty.
Though it isn’t an art you ever really forget. The silence creeps back in
oncemore as you sit side by side for the first time in an age. You let your
gaze settle on the middle distance as a cloud of softly acrid smoke trails
into the horizon with each puff of your cigarettes.

“He’s dead then.”



Goodbye Letter From the President
by Matthew Bird

I thought my letter in the previous issue may have been my last, but I
am glad to be mistaken on that. This is the third issue of Firelight for
2019/20 which is rather impressive, given the situation. I hope it has
been a good way for Charlotte to show Thomas, our new editor, the
ropes. As always, I am impressed by the level of creativity and talent
on show in the magazine and am thrilled with the art that adorns our
cover and inside pages.

This year has been another successful year for the CreativeWriting
Society. We won three awards this year. The first award was a
Showcase Award presented at the virtual Activities Awards. This
recognised our Virtual Creative Showcase which raised £340 for
NottinghamHospitals Charity’s Hospital Heroes initiative.

The second award was presented at the virtual Students’ Union
Prizes and Awards Ceremony. I was awarded a Student Experience
Prize in part formy “outstanding contribution to theCreativeWriting
Society”. I share this here not to brag, but to thank. Although as
President I lead the Society to follow my vision for it, this is only
possible with the support of my excellent committee.

Philippa has been indispensable as Gen Sec and has consistently
ensured the committee stay on track and ensures things get done. Her
rainbow spreadsheet is more than just a work of art, it is the memory
centre of the Society. I am relieved to know Philippa will be staying in
the role next year to provide much needed continuity.

The Taskmaster himself, Ravi is the social butterfly who makes
our socials a success. He found his evil side as the Taskmaster, but the
rest of the time is a such a bloomin’ friendly person. All the boring
events paperwork I can pass on to him and know it’ll be done swiftly.
Hewill bemissed from the committee next year, but wewill hopefully
still see him at lit circles and events (virtual or otherwise).

If sweets need buying, Thomas’s job was to release the moneys!
But beyond that he has been an ever-present friendly face at society
events, helping new members feel at ease when they sat at his table.
His love of world-building led to very well-received workshop session

and I look forward to more of these next year as he is still on
committee, albeit as editor.

Our current editor, Charlotte has done a brilliant job.
Demonstrably so, given that you are reading this! She had a tough act
to follow given the previous editor, Claire, completely redesigned the
magazine into Firelight. But I am sure we can all agree Charlotte has
done a stellar job. It’s always exciting to see what artistic goodies she has
commissioned for the magazine.

Last, and certainly not least, isMaddie—ourWebmaster and, some
would say, unofficial president. This is Maddie’s third and final year in
the role, and I don’t think there is a single person who won’t miss her!
Bringing unbounded enthusiasm to the role, Maddie keeps us all in
check. Every email was sent on time and with all the information
anyone could need. She is one of the loveliest people youwill evermeet,
but that doesn’t stop the whole committee being ever so slightly
terrified of her.

The final award is one that really highlights the importance of a
strong committee. For the second year running we have achieved Gold
STAR status. This means the Society goes above-and-beyond to
provide an excellent experience for its members. We push hard to
ensure our events are as fun as possible and also act towards our aims
and objectives as a Society. I like to think not only do we provide a safe
space to express yourself creatively, but also encourage the building of
friendships.

I will miss Presidenting this brilliant society that has been my
second family since I joined UoN in 2013. However, you can’t get rid
of me that easily! I will still be a member of the society for my final year
at the University and I look forward to getting involved with all the
activities, be they virtual or physical in 2020/21.

Finally, I want to wish the new committee the very best of luck. I
am confident you will all be brilliant.

Yours creatively,
Matthew Bird

Outgoing President of the CreativeWriting Society
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Letter Fromthenew President
by Alex Tyndall

Tomy dear writers and readers, creators and consumers, lovers of all things
literary, I offer you a most whole-hearted hello!

It is my honour and privilege to introduce myself to you as Alex
Tyndall, the new president of the Creative Writing Society. I will be
undertaking the enormous task of following in the footsteps of the
amazing Matthew Bird, who put his heart and soul into building this
society to what it is today. Because of him, we are in an incredibly
fortuitous position looking ahead, and I hope to carry on his legacy
throughout this next year, achieving even greater heights. My aim is to
show not only the University, but the whole of Nottingham, just what we
can do.

During my first year, I have been given the brilliant opportunity to get
to know many of you, and I am delighted to be working with so many
inspiring and talented people on the committee this year. There will be
some familiar faces returning, including our fabulous general secretary
Philippa Smith, without whom I would have turned into an unorganised,
panicking mess (so thank you in advance!). Stepping in as treasurer is Alex
Graham, taking over from Thomas Erskine-Jones, who has now become
our new editor. Keeping our “Submit to the blog”message alive is Ella Ray,
who will be our new web master, and joining us as social secretary is Ella
Ogunnubi!

Altogether, we are your 2020/2021 Creative Writing Society
Committee, and we look forward to seeing you soon, whether that be in
person at our lit circles or coffeeshop critiques, or online via the blog or
podcast.

Thank you all ever so much for your continued support, even during
these trying times.

Stay safe, and keep writing!
Yours sincerely,

Alex Tyndall
Your New President
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What We Offer
Here are our regular events throughout the year. Please note that
these events are only available to members of the Creative Writing
Society.

(Membership is only available to UoN students, alumni and
associate members.)

Lit Circle
Every week we meet to complete writing exercises based on various
themes, genres, and styles of writing. This is a great chance to
improve your writing skills and expand your repertoire.

Coffeeshop Critiques
This is a great opportunity to get feedback on your work as well as
getting 10% off at Portland Coffee Co.!

Podcast and Blog
Our society hasmany opportunities for you to showcase your work.
Outside of our magazine, we also have our blog and our podcast.
The blog allows you to freely submit work and serialised pieces
throughout the year. Our podcast invites you to read pieces aloud
and chat about them with fellow members of the society! You can
find out more at uncws.com

Where You Can Find Us
Follow us online for more information about who we are and what
we do and, of course, for more writing!

@

Keep up to date:

See what we’re up to:

Buy a membership
(UoN students and alumni only):

Let us knowwhat you think:

UoN CreativeWriting Society

@uon_cw

uoncreativewriting

uncws.com

bit.ly/uonCW

uoncreativewriting@gmail.com

OffthePage

And much more...

https://www.facebook.com/UoNCreativeWritingSociety/
https://twitter.com/UoN_CW
https://www.instagram.com/uoncreativewriting/
https://uoncreativewriting.wordpress.com/
https://www.su.nottingham.ac.uk/societies/society/creativewriting/
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2WLGUi9qjjfdTu3UsmNSMI?si=Y753E3kCTmiyn1A8jQ30zA&fbclid=IwAR1Hft3fqBMf9ee3QdmZNS_Qva5MMHm_chgdLqme-uPCOZgx7JJbaCDLV04
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I would like to thank every single member of the CreativeWriting Society
for helping make this magazine possible! Another thank you is owed to
those who poured their hearts into their writing and submitted them to be
published here – they were all such a joy to read.

I also want to thank Jennifer Brown for the fabulous artwork that adorns
this issue’s cover. She created a stunning piece of artwork for us showing
how we are all staying connected during these difficult times and the
committee is absolutely delightedwith the design. Jennifer will be the Vice
President of the Art Society from September so be sure to support her in
the upcoming year! If anyone would like to contact Jennifer regarding her
astounding talent, her email is:

Of course, one cannot praise artwork without considering Madeleine
Roche, who has provided two pieces of artwork within this issue’s pages,
on top of being the society’s Web Master for three full years! Thank you
for everything you have contributed to this society during you time here,
both as Web Master and as the frontrunner of the Off The Page podcast,
as well as a terrific member of the society.

I would also like to give a very special thank you to Mayura Raviraja for
taking the time to produce some absolutely beautiful watercolour
illustrations to accompany some of our pieces in this issue. I am so grateful
for the gorgeous pieces she created for us. You can contact her via the
following email:

mayuraraviraja@gmail.com

jenbrownle@outlook.com

Finally, I would like to give a thanks from all of the society to
Matthew Bird, who has been the President of this society for two
years. We are saddened to see him go, but thankful to know just how
much he gave to the society during his time here, and we wish him
well in all his future endeavours!

@

@

Thank you to our contributors
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Thanks for reading!

Illustration by Madeleine Roche©

Writing Prompts
1. There is a room in your house that you’ve never thought to enter –

it’s only now that you finally do...
2. You’re walking back from an evening shop and the streets are empty,

and then you see something out of the corner of your eye...
3. Write a piece from the perspective of your pet. Sort of like an inner

monologue of their thoughts - perhaps they don’t like you as much
as you like them!

4. Write about a fleeting encounter. Perhaps you mourn over the love
that could have been after passing a beautiful stranger in the street.

5. Hero Swap: take a hero from one genre and place them in another!
6. Personify an inanimate object. What are its thoughts and feelings?

Perhaps erasers dread every time they are used.
7. Myths usually teach amoral lesson, particularly inGreek andRoman

mythology. Write a myth that teaches a really bad lesson.
8. Write the same scene from more than one perspective. Perhaps two

people on a date have very different experiences, so write both!
9. To All the People I’ve Loved Before. Write a letter to a lover. Maybe

they were the one that got away or perhaps write a first time
confession.




